COMMUNIQUE

Following the resignations that lately have been shaking the "grae" ranks, commander KALUNDUNGO, known as FNLA military leader and a large group of Angolan soldier from the Kinkuzu military camp are under arrest on FNLA leaders' orders.

They were arrested a short time after leaving the above mentioned camp because of their stated disagreement with the wrong leadership of the fight, the terror regime and the tribal policy of both FNLA and the "grae".

Commander Kalundungo's life is in danger and nobody knows where he is now. It seems that the other freedom fighters arrested with him have been taken to the Léopoldville prisons in a complete secret way.

By denouncing this new wave of violences carried out by the "grae" leaders, MPLA calls the attention of the OAU member states to the seriousness of the now created situation.

More than the "grae" visible falling apart, it is necessary to consider the respect due to the sacrificed people's conscious fight.

Repression against the Angolan freedom fighters in favour of a just orientation is a crime against our country. It is also a crime against Africa herself, against all African Peoples' interests and their eagerness to set themselves free from colonialism and imperialism.

The Angolan people have nothing to do with the artificial formulas that foreign interests are trying to force upon them. The development of the fight can only be reached by the OAU granting of FREEDOM OF ACTION to the Angolan vanguard movement - MPLA.
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